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Cooperatives Europe would like to 
thank Koperattivi Malta for hosting 
and organising the General Assembly 
of 2017. We also thank our sponsors:



27 April

08:15 – 09:15           Arrivals and Registration (Coffee) 

09:15 – 09.25          Welcome Address – Declaration of the Conference Opening Session by President of                   
                                     Koperattivi Malta, Anthony Dalli

09:25 – 09:30          Welcome Address by President of Cooperatives Europe, Dirk J. Lehnhoff

09:30 – 09:40           Greeting Address by Hon. Christian Cardona, 
           Minister for the Economy, Investment and Small Business

09:40 – 09:50           Film Screening: The Co-operatives Malta – Celebration of 20 Years 

09:50 – 10:30           Cooperative and Cooperator of the Year Award 

10:30 – 11:00            COFFEE BREAK  

11:00 – 11:15           Speech by President of Cooperatives Europe, Dirk J. Lehnhoff

11:15 – 11:20           Video Address by President of International Co-operative Alliance (ICA), Monique Leroux

11:20 – 11:25           Video Address by Commissioner Elżbieta Bieńkowska, (Internal Market, Industry,               
                                     Entrepreneurship and SMEs, DG Growth)

11:25 – 11:35           Speech by Secretary General of Koperattivi Malta, Paul Piscopo 

11:40 – 11:50           Address by Prime Minister of Malta, Dr. Joseph Muscat

12:00 – 13:00            Statutory Business (Part 1)

Opening session 

Statutory Business

•	 Approval of the agenda- quorum
•	 Approval of the minutes of the last General Assembly in 2016
•	 Approval of the activity report 2016 and work plan 2017
•	 Approval of the accounts 2016 and budget 2017
•	 Discharge of the Board members
•	 Statutory Business: membership
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13:00 – 14:30             LUNCH BREAK

    
14:30 – 15:30             Discussion: Cooperatives Europe Responding to Members’ Needs 

                                       Moderated by: Susanne Westhausen (Kooperationen, Denmark)

15:30 – 16:30              Election of New Governance Bodies

15:30 – 15:40              Presentation of Candidate & Election of President

15:40 – 16:30              Presentation of Candidates & Election of Board Members

16:30 –  17:00              COFFEE BREAK
 

17:00 –  18:00              Statutory Business (Part 2)

19:15             Dinner  – The Taste of The Maltese Food 
                          
                                       Meeting point: entrance of Hilton Malta

Today, Europe is facing economic and social challenges that could be successfully ad-
dressed by embracing the cooperative model. To do so, the members of Cooperatives Eu-
rope need the organisation to be an important tool for promoting the cooperative business 
model in Europe and to empower the members in their local work to do the same. This 
session will see a participative discussion to feed in to the development of a stronger long-
term strategy at EU level, addressing needs as well as resources, and setting both objec-
tives and targets. We aim at setting up a Cooperatives Europe as a region of the ICA that 
clearly reflects its members – and in which the members do not only recognise themselves, 
but want to actively participate to.

•	 Announcement of Governance election results
•	 Ratification of sectoral organisation representatives
•	 Appointment of EACC members
•	 Short message by the new President
•	 Member motions & requests (if any)
•	 AOB
•	 Closure of Statutory Business
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28 April

08:30 – 09:00          Registration 

09:00 – 11:00          Workshops 

   

11:00 – 11:30            COFFEE BREAK

 
11:30 – 12:00          Discussion Session of Workshops - room PINTO
                                    (Interpretation: FR)

12:00 – 12:15          Closing Session 
                                    (Interpretation: FR)
 
                                    with Susanne Westhausen (Kooperationen, Denmark)  and New President of 
                                    Cooperatives Europe

12:15 – 13:15          LUNCH BREAK

14:00 – 16:30          Cooperative Visits
 
                                     Meeting point: entrance of Hilton Malta

Workshops

•	 Cooperatives and collaborative economy - room PINTO 
(Interpretation: FR)

•	 Youth and education (with YECN) - room LUZZU
•	 Cooperatives in development - room GIFEN 1 & 2 
•	 Cooperative governance - room CATRA 1 & 2 

(Interpretation: FR)

•	 Cooperative Milk Farm (incl. the process of the Maltese dairy products)
•	 Cooperative Maltese Traditional Boat Tours around the Maltese harbour



Objective:
Fostering cooperation among European cooperative movements, to shape the future of a sustainable and inclusive 
collaborative economy.

The “collaborative economy” has boomed over the past few years, adopting different forms frequently based on the use 
of the Internet and digital platforms. Looking at the underlying discourses of the collaborative economy (collaboration, 
solidarity, sharing), many elements echo cooperative visions and experiences. In this respect, European cooperative 
movements have witnessed an increasing number of cooperatives exploring the collaborative economy potential 
to boost their own innovative potential, both in terms of business model and governing schemes. However, those 
initiatives are yet to be supported by a proactive and coordinated dynamic at the European level.
This workshop will offer an outlook on initiatives implemented by cooperative organizations in the collaborative 
economy, and will explore possible synergies to be created at the European level to support the multiplication and 
development of such innovative practices.

Panel
Chair: Ed Mayo (Secretary General, Co-operatives UK)
•	 Jacques Debry (Board Member, Febecoop, Belgium)
•	 Jean-Philippe Poulnot (Political Partnership Department Manager, Groupe UP, France)
•	 Andrea Rapisardi (President, Agenzia LAMA, Italy)
•	 Giuseppe Guerini (President, CECOP, EU)

Workshops

Cooperatives and Collaborative Economy

Youth and Education
Objective:
Shaping partnership opportunities to modernise and mainstream cooperative education.

In consistency with principle 5, European cooperative movements have developed number of resources and actions to 
promote and educate about the cooperative model. On the other hand, cooperative entrepreneurs have also constantly 
innovated and experimented new approaches and teaching/training methodologies, inspired from a broader social 
dynamic aiming for more participation and collaborative thinking.

This workshop will aim at exchanging on tools and experiences among established institutions and young 
entrepreneurs, around two main challenges: mainstreaming the cooperative education, and modernising its tools and 
methods.

Panel:
Chair: Sébastien Chaillou (Coordinator, YECN)
•	 Prof. Mrs. Anu Puusa (Board member, Pellervo, Finland) 
•	 Juan Antonio Pedreño (President, COCETA, Spain)  
•	 Anne-Cécile Dockès (Vice-President, Solidarité étudiante, France)  
•	 Ana Aguirre (Co-founder, TZBZ, Spain)



Cooperatives in International Development

Cooperative Governance

Objective
Take stock of the collaboration between cooperative development actors to reinforce future synergies, cooperation and 
joint actions

The Cooperatives Europe Development Platform (CEDP) is going to celebrate its 10th birthday next year. Bringing 
together the European organisations active in international cooperative development, the platform has experienced 
substantial successes by exploring synergies and applying the 6th principle: co-operation among cooperatives. 
Joint visibility actions, research and publications, input into European policies and programs and an online display of 
the projects undertaken by the members led into a partnership between the ICA and the European Institutions on 
International Cooperative Development. 
In this workshop, we will present the CEDP, share the different approaches of the cooperative model in development 
processes and discuss the potential and added value it can bring about. 

Panel
Chair: Dame Pauline Green
•	 Marc Noel (Cooperatives Europe, International Development Director, Cooperatives Europe, EU)
•	 Andreas Kappes (Head of Department International Relations, DGRV, Germany)
•	 Danilo Salerno (Director, Coopermondo – Confcooperative, Italy)
•	 Dr. Amanda Benson (Research Co-ordinator, The Co-operative College, UK) 

Objective:
Enlightened Co-operative Governance Balancing performance with broader principles in cooperatives and mutuals. 

Cooperative Governance is different from corporate governance as the boards of cooperatives and mutual societies 
act as the watchdogs of upper management and oversee strategic decisions to maximize return on investment (as do 
corporate boards). Moreover, the Board of a cooperative or a mutual must effectively look after its members’ needs 
while simultaneously remaining economically competitive in the market. 

Governance is the way board members establish and conduct the overall direction of the cooperative to ensure its 
success as a solid cooperative enterprise. Cooperative governance is monitored by cooperative audit processes, which 
check the compliance of the cooperative enterprise and its governance to cooperative principles and rules.  
This workshop will look at the barriers cooperatives are facing, but also explore how cooperatives’ identity is preserved 
within a modernised legal framework. It will then showcase examples from different sectors and various Member States 
and draw on the issues arising from the discussion.

Panel
Chair: Henry Hagen
•	 Andreas Wieg (Head of Relations Department, Germany) 
•	 Caroline Naett (General Secretary, Coop FR, France) 
•	 Nadine Lia (Legal Advisor, Maltese Ministry of Economy, Malta) 
•	 Giancarlo Ferrrari (Member of the Coordination Committee, Alleanza Cooperative Italiane, Italy)
•	 Miriam Dalli (MEP, Malta) - video


